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2 Rumour Detection for Dutch Twitter

Abstract

The internet has become an intricate and indispensable part of modern life, and
along with that comes a potent medium for spreading rumours.

This paper focuses on finding rumours in the Dutch language under the constraint
of having limited amounts of labelled materials. First, I have gathered a dataset
of Dutch tweets from Twitter. These tweets are related to a selection of trend-
ing topics in the Netherlands and have been annotated by volunteers. Next, I
have employed self-training on XGBoost, support vector machines and naive Bayes
models. In addition, I have also examined the importance of features and the gen-
eralizability of the results across hashtags. Lastly, I perform a permutation test in
combination with upsampling, on these models, a multilayer perceptron, a gradient
based classifier and a random forest. The models showed imbalanced predictions,
often leaning heavily towards one of the classes. Content features generally pro-
vided similar information as context features for all models. The models were not
able to reliably generalize across different domains. In other conditions, XGBoost
performed the best, achieving AUC scores of around 0.9. The permutation tests
with upsampling result in AUC scores between 0.7 and 0.9 for most models.

Models that use only one feature generally perform best, although no one feature
that was consistently more prominent. Though limited annotation and data avail-
ability held back the model somewhat, this paper could provide a starting point
for future research.
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1 Introduction

Modern society has become strongly connected, and that comes with new ways
of communicating, finding information, and sending it into the world. This has
enabled more people to share their content and discoveries. However, it has also
made it easier to spread misleading information. Competing narratives of events
are a common occurrence, and perpetrators of misinformation often use covert
tactics to disguise their misinformation as factual information. In other words, the
internet has opened up numerous new strategies for propagating rumours.

The danger of this is that rumours spread gradually. They might go unnoticed
until some event, like a protest or a news item, prompts many people to search for
the term. At that point the damage has already been done, sometimes with severe
consequences. An example of this is Dylann Roof, who reported googling “Black
on white crimes” and becoming radicalized by misleading information, which he
found on a website with questionable or even dangerous ties. He went on to
commit a mass shooting, partially fuelled by the misleading information he found
[1]. Furthermore, there are no easy rules for handling rumours; if left unchallenged,
their impact might only increase. Yet, publicly debunking them may only bring
more attention to them.

There has been some research on related subjects, most notably in the areas of
rumour detection [2], stance detection [3] and fake news detection [4], as well
as filter bubbles, search engine optimization [5] and bias [6]. These subareas of
research will expanded on in Section 2.

Rumour detection in languages such as Bengali, Hindi, Chinese and Arabic
has received some attention [7] [8] [9]. Dutch, too, has been the subject
of some research [10] [11] [12] [13]. English data, however, have been the
primary focus of research in this field [14] [15] [16]. English is the most
commonly spoken language, but findings made on English data may not trans-
late well into other languages that have different lexicons and grammar rules.
One result of the focus on English is the relative lack of resources for other lan-
guages. This issue has been raised as an issue in numerous studies on rumour
detection in languages other than English [8] [17] [2]. Many well-known, easily
accessible datasets are in English, whereas similar resources for other languages
are scarce. Therefore, gathering new data is often needed to do research in other
languages.

A related topic is the type of features used in the literature. Some research uses
content features (like punctuation, or the number of capital letters in a message),
but research on context features (like network-based or user-specific features,
for example) has been more limited. Research using network-based features has
been limited to propagation patterns [18], whereas the use of user-specific fea-
tures is constrained by differences between social media platforms and privacy
concerns [19]. Moreover, information is subject to concept drift [20], which
means certain features do not always generalize to different contexts very well.
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The primary contribution of this thesis is that we will be developing and utilizing
a novel, small-scale Dutch Twitter dataset. The goal is not necessarily to achieve
high accuracy scores but to examine how well the models perform under challeng-
ing circumstances, namely generalizing over different domains and with limited
labelled data. I have gathered tweets from a selection of trending Dutch Twitter
trends, extracted features related to the context (e.g., user activity) and content
of tweets, and built classifiers to distinguish rumours from non-rumours. I will
examine the importance of context features vs content features, the importance
of static features vs features that are subject to change over time, and the impor-
tance of the features overall, as well as to what extent results based on different
hashtags carry over to each other. Part of the data I work with is unlabelled, and
I have employed self-training to train the models. The code and the data will be
made publicly available.1 2

This thesis is structured as follows; Section 2 provides a brief overview of related
research fields. Next, In Section 3, I describe the methods I use for building and
training the classifier. Then, in Section 4, the process for gathering, exploring and
preprocessing the data and the details of the experiments I conduct are outlined.
After that, in Section 5, I will discuss the results, followed by the conclusions based
on these findings. Lastly, in Section 6, I will describe the overall conclusions of the
research and possible future research ideas.

2 Background

This section will provide a brief background on two fields related to the topic of this
research, namely, fake news detection and rumour classification. For both of these
fields, I will explain what they refer to and give a broad overview of what subareas
of research exist in this field. In addition, I will briefly discuss filter bubbles.

2.1 Fake News Detection

Fake news detection refers to identifying news sources that deliberately spread
false information. It is a well-studied area of research, and several surveys exist
that give an overview of the state-of-the-art in this field [21] [22] [19] [23].

There are a wide variety of papers on fake news detection using algorithms such as
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [4] [24], long short term memory machines
(LSTMs) [24], support vector machines (SVMs) [25] [26] and decision trees, among
others.

Some of this research has shown impressive results. Meel et al. [4] used a semi-
supervised CNN combined with a process called self-ensembling to achieve a
classification accuracy of 97.45% on three datasets of news articles posted on
Kaggle. Drif et al. [24] implemented a joint CNN and LSTM architecture on the
Liar dataset and the News Articles datasets, achieving accuracy scores of 62.34%

1https://github.com/NickVanDerLinden/Rumour-Detection
2https://www.openml.org/d/45108
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and 72.5%, respectively. Reddy et al. [25] employed a gradient-boosting model
with word vector representations on the FakeNewsNet and McIntire datasets and
achieved accuracy scores of up to 95.49%.

2.2 Filter Bubbles

Related to fake news detection is the concept of filter bubbles. A filter bubble is
a state of intellectual isolation, i.e., all the information in the bubble comes from
a biased viewpoint. The impact of filter bubbles has also seen some research [27]
[28]. They are often approached from a political angle, e.g., the impact they have
on ideology [29]. Note that there are some criticisms of the concept as well [30]
[31].

2.3 Rumour Classification

Rumour classification is a field with an extensive background. The difference
between fake news and a rumour is that a rumour does not have to be false, nec-
essarily. A rumour is a claim that is spread and unverified, while fake news is while
fake news is any misinformation, deliberate or otherwise. There are a few main
categories of research on rumours: rumour detection, rumour veracity detection,
rumour tracking and stance detection.

There are two types of approaches to feature extraction in the context of rumour
classification: context-based and content-based. Content features refer to the con-
tents of the medium. For text data, this could be the prevalence of certain symbols
or how many capital letters are in the message. Context features refer to the infor-
mation surrounding the message, such as the number of reactions to it or how
active the author is.

Stance detection refers to identifying the attitude of the author of data regarding
the topic of that data. It has been used for fact-checking [32] [33], misinformation
detection [34], and rumour veracity detection [3], and thus has some overlap
between other sub-fields of rumour classification, as well as fake news detection
and stance detection. Besides this, it has been used to understand ideological
debates [35] [36] or determine the leanings of media outlets [37] [38] [39] [40].

Rumour veracity detection refers to verifying whether certain rumours are true or
false. A similar concept is rumour detection, which refers to identifying whether
or not the data itself is a rumour or not. Also related is rumour tracking, which
refers to tracking a rumour that is known to be a rumour [41].

Like fake news detection, rumour classification is a field with a large body of
work dedicated to it, and various surveys outline the state of the art of rumour
classification [19] [42]. It has been approached from numerous angles, such as
anomaly detection [43], expectation maximization [8], LSTM [44], recurrent neural
networks, [9], BERT [45] [46], conditional random fields [14], clustering [47] [48]
and XGBoost [2] [49].
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Chen et al. [43] approached rumours as anomalies and used factor analysis of
mixed data to detect these anomalies. In 2018, the same researchers adopted a
similar approach in combination with ”crowd wisdom”, using unsupervised RNNs.
They achieved an F1 score of 89.16% [9]. Alzanin et al. [8] used semi-supervised
expectation maximization on a dataset of Arabic tweets, achieving an F1 score of
80%. Zubiaga et al. [14] employed a conditional random field model on Twitter
data, detecting rumours using the tweets and the context learned during the event.
They report a 40% improvement in the F1 score compared to the competitive
baseline. Gumaei et al. [2] use an XGBoost model on Arabic tweets and achieve a
97.16% accuracy score. Akhtar et al. [44] applied a hierarchical LSTM model to
perform stance classification and veracity prediction, achieving an 80% accuracy
score on the former. Tian et al. [45] used a framework that used multi-lingual
models like BERT and a self-training loop. The model was evaluated on Chinese
and English datasets and achieved accuracy scores of up to 96%. Anggrainingsih
et al. [46] used a combination of BERT and a multi-layer perceptron to achieve
an accuracy of 0.87%.

As mentioned in the introduction, while languages besides English have received
some attention [8] [9], much research in this area uses English data [14] [15] [16].
Research on Dutch data has been limited, though some research exists in the field
of stance detection [10] [11] and veracity detection [12] [13]. This has motivated
us to research Dutch data for rumour detection.

Some research has been done on generalizing the results of a model over multiple
datasets in one language [17] [50] [51]. Some research has also looked at datasets
in different languages, for example, English and Chinese [45], English, Bengali and
Hindi [7], or English and Persian [52]. A relevant concept for this issue is the
concept of transfer learning, which means using information stored to solve one
problem and applying it to solve a different one [53]. The majority of the research
on transfer learning for rumour detection has focused on deep learning methods,
with traditional machine learning approaches receiving relatively little attention
[50]. We will focus on generalizing a model’s results using traditional machine
learning approaches instead of deep learning.

There has been relatively little research on rumour detection with limited data.
Most work concerning limited or noisy data has been in the fields of transfer
learning [45] [7] and weakly supervised learning [54]. Weakly supervised learning is
a method of machine learning that involves training on noisy or unreliable data to
learn limited high-quality data. Han et al. [54] employ weakly supervised learning
to perform “Early Rumour Detection”: identifying messages that could lead to
rumours, before they gain traction.

Some research has been done that focuses on either content [55] [56] [57] [58]
or context features [3] [18]. Baheluyan et al. [56] use a combination of content
features and cue words on Twitter data and achieve an accuracy score of 0.78. Ma
et al. [55] extract features based on TF-IDF and Word2Vec, and use a combination
of classifiers. Dungs et al. predict rumour based on only stance and tweeting time
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and achieve f1-scores in the range of 80%. Other research has also combined
the two in some way. [46] [14] [59]. Hamidian et al. [59] use a combination of
content and context rumours with a model that uses decision trees and achieves
an 82% accuracy score. Some have suggested that models that combine context
and content features perform better [19]. This combination has been explored
relatively little in research, however. This has motivated us to combine context
and content features

In summary, we will focus on limited data in the Dutch language, using context and
content features, as well as traditional machine learning approaches as opposed to
deep learning methods.

3 Methods

This section will describe the methods employed in the experiments. These
methods include support vector machines, naive Bayes classifiers, XGBoost, and
self-training. Since I am interested in using rumour detection on a limited dataset,
I have chosen these methods over more complex deep learning or BERT models,
which typically require a large dataset [60].

3.1 Support Vector Machines

A support vector machine, or SVM for short, is a supervised learning technique
that can be used for classification, regression, and outlier detection. Given a set of
training examples, an SVM learns to place a hyperplane boundary that separates
the training example into two categories. If the data is not linearly separable, it
achieves this by implicitly mapping the points to a higher-dimensional space [61].

It attempts to draw the boundary such that the distance between the data points
representing the classes and the decision boundary is as large as possible for either
category. Based on this boundary, an SVM can assign new data points to either
of the categories based on the training data [61].

3.2 Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes classifiers are a family of probabilistic classifiers. A naive Bayes clas-
sifies the probability of a data point belonging to a class by applying the Bayes
Theorem. The values of every feature are assumed to be independent of those
of other features, allowing one to calculate the conditional probability of a set
of features given the class by calculating the conditional probabilities of features
separately [62].

There are different classes of naive Bayes classifiers. The main difference between
them is in the prior distribution that the features are assumed to have; naive
Bayes, for example, is a naive Bayes classifier that operates under the assumption
that they follow a normal distribution. This assumption of the distribution of the
features is also called the “event model” of the classifier [62].
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3.3 XGBoost

XGBoost, also known as extreme gradient boosting, is an algorithm that builds off
an approach to machine learning called “boosting” [63]. The idea of boosting is
to create a set of weak learners, and combine those weak learners into one strong
learner. For each iteration, a new model is created that builds from the previous
model and attempts to mitigate its weaknesses. Boosting is not an algorithm so
much as a meta-algorithm; it is an approach that can be implemented with any
algorithm.

Gradient boosting is a type of boosting algorithm in which subsequent iterations
of the model predict the error of their predecessor [64]. These models are typically
decision trees. The idea is to approximate an outcome with a weighted combination
of weak learners. To find the best combination of functions, gradient boosting
applies gradient descent to tweak the weights associated with each weak learner
to minimize loss, hence the name gradient boosting.

XGBoost [65] is an implementation of gradient boosting that differs slightly from
other gradient boosting algorithms in some areas: instead of gradient descent,
XGBoost uses newton boosting to find the best combination of weak learners.
Besides this, XGBoost has an extra randomization parameter and allows for a
variable number of terminal nodes in a tree [66].

3.4 Self-Training

Since I work with unlabelled data and am interested in what extent I can success-
fully train models with limited data, I employ self-training [67]. Self-training is an
approach to machine learning where the model learns pseudo-labels for unlabelled
data. It works in two steps: The first step is to iteratively predict pseudo-labels
for the unlabelled data and add these to the training set if they meet a certainty
threshold. Then, once a condition is met, the actual task is performed, using super-
vised or unsupervised classification. This condition could be, for example, when
all the data points have been assigned a pseudo-label, or when a large enough
percentage of them do.

Self-training has a few benefits compared to more traditional approaches to
machine learning. Firstly, it makes data cleaning, preparation and labelling signifi-
cantly easier. It can also be a possible approach to prevent overfitting. The trade-off
is that the labelling accuracy is not always reliable as traditional approaches. This
is especially for pseudo-labels.

4 Data

This section will describe the general makeup of the datasets used for the exper-
iments. This includes the PHEME dataset and a new dataset that was gathered
using the Twitter API.
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Rumours non-rumours
Charlie Hebdo 458 (22.0%) 1,621 (78.0%)
Ferguson 284 (24.8%) 859 (75.2%)
German wings 238 (50.7%) 231 (49.3%)
Ottawa 470 (52.8%) 420 (47.2%)
Sydney 522 (42.8%) 699 (57.2%)

Table 1 Rumour to non-rumour ratios and percentages

I will explain what data I have gathered, how this data was gathered, and how
it was annotated. This section also includes an overview of the relevant features,
both content and context related.

4.1 PHEME dataset

The first dataset I worked with was the PHEME dataset [68]. The PHEME dataset
is a well-known dataset of tweets related to five crisis events, namely, the Char-
lie Hebdo shooting, the Ferguson shooting, the Germanwings crash, the Ottawa
shooting and the Sydney siege. The rate of rumours and non-rumours per dataset
is described in Table 1.

4.2 Dutch Twitter dataset

The second dataset consists of tweets from Dutch Twitter. Since there are few
datasets in Dutch, I chose to create a new dataset. The tweets pertain to three
trending hashtags: #jinek, #vleestaks, and #inflatie.

#Jinek is a hashtag related to a popular talk show. The show involves inviting
famous people or experts and talking about certain topics, often times political.
The show often produces discussion on social media which are a strong potential
source of rumours.

#Vleestaks is a hashtag about the taxation of meat. It is a topic that sparked
controversy in the Dutch political landscape. Some political parties have proposed
raising taxes on meat, the argument being that doing this would lead to less meat
consumption, which in turn would be better for the environment as well as for the
general health of the Dutch people [69]. This idea has also been faced with some
resistance, however [70].

Finally, #inflatie is a hashtag about inflation that became popular after inflation
rates in the Netherlands in 2022, which rose much sharper than in previous years
[71]. This was influenced by the war in Ukraine, which lead to an increase in oil
and gas prices [72].

From these hashtags 225,000 tweets were gathered; 175,780 from #jinek, 10,542
from #vleestaks and 39,278 from #inflatie. I filter out replies, retweets and quote
tweets to make sure the final dataset consists of original tweets only, in order to
minimize the amounts of duplicates tweets that would appear in the data.

To gather these tweets, I used the pytwitter framework to gather tweets related to
the relevant hashtags. Pytwitter is a Python library that allows one to access the
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Context Features Content Features
number of followers presence of question marks
number of tweets in a lifetime text length
verified user presence of exclamation marks
account life ratio of capital to lowercase letters

Table 2 Examples of context vs content features.

Twitter API, which in turn allows one to query Twitter for tweets with specific
characteristics. Using this library, I gather two types of data from the tweet: context
data, and content data. Context data that is gathered include whether the posters
are verified, how old the account is, and public metrics like following count and
tweet count. For sake of privacy, location, and name are not gathered and thus
not included in the dataset. Content data includes data about the tweet itself:
when it was created, the text of the tweet, whether it is has sensitive content,
metrics such as like or reply count, and what language it is in. Table 2 shows some
examples of context and content features.

Four volunteering annotators labelled the data. Each annotator was presented
with the text of 250 tweets randomly sampled from each of the three hashtags,
and was given the instruction to identify whether the text was more likely to be
a rumour. One hurdle for this process is the fact that the line between rumour
and non-rumour is not always clear, and depends on the working definition of a
rumour. This is something that has been explored in previous work [19]. To ensure
the annotators use a common framework to identify rumours, a set of instructions
was given, outlining our definition of a rumour and a non-rumour. The specific
instructions are given in the Appendix A.1. For the purpose of this task, a rumour
was defined as any claim that is widely spread (or susceptible to being widely
spread) and unverified. A non-rumour, in contrast, would be any claim that is
either verified, or an opinion.

The end goal for our annotation process was a set of 1000 texts with labels
denoting them as either a rumour, or a non-rumour. I made the choice to not have
a tweet be labelled by multiple annotators because with the available annotators
and data, labelling more data was deemed more useful. Because of this, I could
not use metrics like the inter-rater reliability. Note that some tweets used in the
sample to be labelled used text that re-occurred in other tweets, so they end up
accounting for a bigger part of the data than just 1,000.

4.3 Features

From these tweets, features related to their context and their content were gath-
ered. To decide on a list of features, I performed a literature review of papers [7]
[8] [14] [19] [42] [47] [48] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] in rumour
detection, to see what features were often used, and compiled them into a list.
This list is shown below in Table 3.

From this list, I ignored those features that did not fit the objective of rumour
detection. The unused features are listed in a separate column. Some features,
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Gather Tweets Annotate Data Gather List Of
Features

Extract Features
From Data Prune Features

Fig. 1 The steps i took to gather data and choose features

for example, describe attributes that pertain to all tweets in a topic. This is not
relevant for this paper, since we are interested in classifying individual tweets. The
image feature was excluded for the simple reason that images have URLs that
would already show up in the URL feature. Some features occurred little enough
that they were excluded for the sake of simplicity.

I also chose to exclude the gender feature, for several reasons: Firstly, this feature
does not apply to accounts that belong to groups, organisations, or meme accounts
that are not obviously gendered. Moreover, by classifying tweets based on gender,
the model could develop a bias based on gender, which in itself could contribute to
gender stereotypes. The process of preparing the dataset is depicted in Figure 1.

Used Features Unused Features
Number of followers 10 Number of positive words 4
Number of tweets in a lifetime 10 Sentiment Score 4
Presence of question marks 9 URL count 4
Presence of a URL 8 Fraction of tweets containing ”?” 4
Verified user 8 Presence of images 3
Account life 8 POS tags 3
Followers-following ratio 7 Average tweet length 3
Presence of exclamation marks 7 Fraction of tweets containing ”” 3
Ratio of capital to lowercase letters 6 Fraction of tweets containing ”” 3
Is retweet 6 Fraction of tweets containing ”#” 3
Presence of hashtags 6 Fraction of tweets containing URLs 3
Number of following 6 Fraction of negative tweets 3
Text length 6 Count of negation words 2
Number of lists added to 5 Gender 2
Presence of emoticons 4 Similarity to source tweet 2
Number of reactions 4 Whether the tweet is a source tweet 2
Mentions 4 Number of likes in lifespan 2
Number of likes 4 Number tweets related to topic 2
Time of posting after account registration 4 Fraction of tweets containing emoticons 2
Account activity 3 Average author age 2
first person pronouns 2 Average author followers 2
NSFW content 2

Table 3 List of features gathered from the Literature Research. From left to right:
Features i did use, how often i encountered them, features i did not use, and often i
encountered those.
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Fig. 2 Correlation matrix on tweets in #vleestaks

The final list consists of 22 features. To test the usability of the features, I
made a correlation matrix with all of these features. The results indicated that
certain features did not correlate with any other feature, including themselves.
This happens because there was only one value for these features, through-
out the dataset. Based on this result, the reply count, quote count, has url,
has first person pronouns and possibly sensitive features were dropped. One
of the correlation matrices are shown in Figure 2; the correlation matrices with
the latest set of features will be added to the Appendix A.
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5 Experimental Setup

This section will describe the two experiments conducted to compare the per-
formance of XGBoost, linearSVM and naive Bayes on the data, as well as the
permutation test, where additional algorithms are introduced.

The goal of these experiments is to train a model that can distinguish rumour from
non-rumours in Dutch, using limited data. I will examine importance of context
features vs content features, the importance of static features vs features that are
subject to change over time, the importance of the features overall, as well as to
what extent results based on one hashtag can be generalized to other hashtags.

5.1 Experiment 1: PHEME Dataset

For the first experiment, I compare the performance of linearSVM, naive Bayes,
and XGBoost models on the PHEME dataset. 3

The performance of these models are compared under two conditions; with and
without self-training. In both cases, I perform a train-test split on the data. Then,
a percentage of the labels of the training data is hidden. This percentage will
be referred to as the mask rate. I experiment with mask rates between 0 and 99
percent. For each mask rate, an ROC curve is computed. The AUC of these ROC
curves are plotted as a function of the mask rate.

5.2 Experiment 2: Dutch Twitter Dataset

For the second experiment, the same algorithms are used as in the first experiment.
They were trained on the data gathered from Dutch Twitter.

For pre-processing, I scale all features between 1 and 0. This is for two reasons;
firstly, some of the features were prone to big differences in value, which scal-
ing between a set range helps mitigate. Secondly, scaling them between 0 and 1
eliminates negative values, which naive Bayes does not take as an input.

I will examine several conditions. The base condition will be a combination of
self-training and all the features as described in Section 4.3.

From this condition there are have several axes along which the algorithms will
be compared. Firstly, I will conduct experiments without self-training. Unlabelled
data in this case would be treated as a third class. This to see to what extent
self-training affects the performance of the model.

Besides this, I will also conduct experiments where the data is split by hashtag,
training on two of the hashtags and testing on the third. This will give insight as
to what extent data from some hashtags carry over to other hashtags.

Additionally, I will conduct experiments with only the ”static” features, i.e. features
of a tweet that do not change as time goes on. This includes all the features except

3https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/PHEME dataset of rumours and non-
rumours/4010619
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for the number of likes, retweets, numbers of lists added to and followers. This
experiment aims to provide insight into the relevance of these more time-sensitive
features over other, static ones.

I will also examine the influence of context and content features, both with the
aforementioned split and without it. This will provide insight into the influence of
the content of the data and the context for different hashtags and over all the
data as a whole.

Furthermore, I will conduct an experiment where one more feature is added, namely
a bag of word representation of the text. This to see if certain specific words could
be an indicator for what is a rumour and what is not.

The metric used for evaluation is the AUC score. Additionally, confusion matrices
are plotted for each condition.

5.3 Experiment 3: Permutation test

The previous experiment has some potential weaknesses in its design. This includes
uneven distribution of labels and hashtags in the data, and possibly duplicates.

For the third experiment, to tackle these potential weaknesses, I sample the data so
that every possible combination of label and hashtag occurred the same amount.
Furthermore, I filter duplicates from the dataset and scale it in the same way as
in the previous experiment.

After pre-processing, I do a permutation test with XGBoost, SVM and naive Bayes,
using the labelled part of the dataset, without applying self-training. A permutation
test is a procedure where labels of the data are shuffled randomly each timestep,
after which a given model is applied to this data. The purpose of this is to test
the significance of the relation between the features and the labels, by comparing
the performance of our models on the original data with the performance on data
with randomized labels.

For every algorithm, I do 100 permutations. Then I apply 5-fold cross-validation
on every permutation to split the data into a train and test set. Next, i fit a new
model on the train set and monitor its performance on the test set. For all the
permutations, the means and standard deviations of the AUC scores are computed.
Then, a model is applied on the original data, and the AUC is computed. Lastly,
I compute the p-value as the percentage of permutations for which the score
obtained is greater than the mean of the scores obtained using the original data.

For the sake of comparison, I apply additional algorithms on this task: RBF SVM,
naive Bayes, a random forest, a multi layer perceptron, and a gradient boost
classifier.

I also perform an experiment where I add feature selection. I select the x best
features before fitting the model to the data for values of x ranging from 1 to 10.
The motivation behind this is to filter out features that might add more noise. I
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ran this experiment with XGBoost, naive Bayes, and SVM, both with a linear and
an rbf kernel.

6 Results

This section will describe the results of the conducted experiments. This includes
the data analysis, the experiments on the PHEME dataset, and the experiments
on the Dutch Twitter dataset under the conditions specified in Section 5.

6.1 Exploratory Data Analysis

This subsection outlines the results of the exploratory data analysis. Figure 3
describes how many tweets are labelled as rumours and non-rumours by each
annotator (denoted here as A, B, C, and D). In this case, all the annotators
account for more rumours than non-rumours. The annotators reached an amount
of annotated tweets well above the 250 they were assigned, which means the tweets
in their sample contained doubles. Since the annotated tweets did not include
IDs, every tweet that matched the text the annotators had labelled was assigned
a label. The re-occurring text could be a sign that of a network of bots tweeting
pre-written text.

The main difference between the annotators is the number of rumours their anno-
tations cover. Though, it is difficult to say how much of the difference is because
of tweets with duplicate text and how much is due to individual differences.

One interesting fact to note from Figure 4 is that, while for #inflatie and
#jinek the distribution of rumour and non-rumours is equal, the distribution for
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#vleestaks skews toward non-rumours. Another thing to note is that while #jinek
has more tweets than the other two hashtags, it has the least amount of rumours
and non-rumours. This difference is because the latter two hashtags have relatively
more re-occurring texts. The annotations end up accounting for more tweets in
total as as result of one of these texts being annotated.
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Fig. 6 AUC curve for models with and without self-training on the PHEME dataset for
mask rates of the training data from 0 to 0.99. Top left: naive Bayes, top right: linearSVM,
bottom: XGBoost

Figure 5 shows that #jinek accounts for many more tweets than #inflatie and
#vleestaks. That is likely because the show Jinek (and the corresponding hashtag
related to it) has been around for some time. In contrast, the other hashtags
related to events that were relatively new at the time of gathering the data.

6.2 Experiment 1: PHEME Dataset

In this subsection, I will briefly show the result of the first experiment.

Figure 6 shows the AUC curves for the different mask rates for XGBoost, naive
Bayes and SVM on the PHEME dataset. Overall, the AUC score on this dataset
is lower than the AUC curve in the general literature on rumour detection [83]
[84] [85]. Though in the literature related to weakly supervised learning in rumour
detection specifically, the AUC scores are comparable to our results [23].

The performance of the naive Bayes model initially goes down as the mask rate
increases, dropping from 0.62 with a mask rate of 0 to 0.60 with a mask rate of
0.3. The fact that performance does not drop with an increasing mask rate is sur-
prising since one would expect a higher mask rate to make the task more difficult.
The highest mask rate used was 0.99, which leaves 1000 labelled examples. This
experiment suggests that those 1000 labelled examples are enough to perform well
on this task. The addition of self-training does improve the performance a little
overall, though the difference is negligible.

The XGBoost model shows relatively consistent performance, consistently scoring
around 0.61. This result suggests that XGBoost is better able to handle incomplete
data. Self-training makes a small contribution to performance here, accounting
for an increase in performance of about 0.001 compared to the condition without
self-training.
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Model / features AUC
Majority class classifier (baseline) 0.50
XGBoost/all features 0.95
XGBoost/content features 0.95
XGBoost/context features 0.96
linearSVM/all features 0.52
linearSVM/content features 0.49
linearSVM/context features 0.51
naive Bayes/all features 0.52
naive Bayes/content features 0.61
naive Bayes/context features 0.50

Table 4 Table of experiments and results for XGBoost, linearSVM and naive Bayes with
self-training, all features across all hashtags compared to context-only and content-only
features

The performance of the linearSVM model fluctuates while not showing any trends
in performance changes with increasing mask rates. The AUC score fluctuates
around the 0.5 mark, this indicates that linearSVM classifies almost by chance.
This is in contrast with XGBoost and naive Bayes, both of which show a weak
predictive ability. Since all experiments have been carried out within the same
framework, this low performance is somewhat puzzling. Further testing has not
provided more insights into the cause of this.

6.3 Experiment 2: Dutch Twitter Dataset

The baseline we use here is the majority classifier. It predicts the majority class
every time, based on the number of non-rumours and rumours.

The AUC scores differ slightly. For some, the AUC reaches around 0.5. For a few, it
falls below 0.5, which would be worse than random. For some however, it reaches
0.8 or higher.

That could be because of problems with the data. The features might not give
enough information to train the model to distinguish between rumours and non-
rumours. Another possibility could be that the models are overfitting the training
data, causing it to perform worse on the test data. Lastly, the data is unbalanced,
which may lead to worse performance overall.

Also, note that SVM and naive Bayes both score lower than on the PHEME
dataset. That could partially be because the Dutch Twitter data is unbalanced.
However, the PHEME dataset has a similar problem: Holding more non-rumours
than rumours. Since the Dutch dataset contains more data than the PHEME
dataset, a more likely explanation could be that the data has noise that causes
worse performance.

Without self-training, the results are slightly worse than with self-training. This
would make sense since the pseudo-labels generated in self-training are less reliable
than labels generated from annotations. Despite this, XGBoost achieves high AUC
scores for both conditions.
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Model / features AUC
Majority class classifier (baseline) 0.50
XGBoost/all features 0.97
XGBoost/no selftr./all features 0.99
XGBoost/early features 0.96
XGBoost/all features/BOW 0.55

linearSVM/all features 0.52
linearSVM/no selftr./all features 0.83
linearSVM/early features 0.5
linearSVM/all features/BOW 0.52

naive Bayes/all features 0.52
naive Bayes/no selftr./all features 0.60
naive Bayes/early features 0.60
naive Bayes/all features/BOW 0.51

Table 5 Table of experiments and results for XGBoost, linearSVM and naive Bayes,
self-training with all features across all hashtags and “early” features, as well as all
features without self-training.

Table 4 shows the results for the three algorithms with the complete set of fea-
tures and with a subset of the features. Overall, the performance is slightly better
than random. Naive Bayes performs slightly better than chance level with con-
tent features and otherwise around the chance level. LinearSVM performs around
chance level all around. Overall, content and context features are equally indicative
of rumours. XGBoost achieves a good performance overall, achieving AUC scores
near 1. This is surprising, especially in contrast with the other results. Although it
is unclear what is causing this, we can rule out leakage since this performance is
not as high in other conditions or algorithms.

Table 5 shows the results for the three algorithms, both with all the features and
with various subsets of the features. The XGBoost model shows good performance
overall, similar to the results shown in Table 4. All the models do relatively well
without self-training. For the complete feature set, the AUC is slightly over 0.5,
but this seems to be a negligible increase. These results point to some common
factor in the dataset, or the chosen features extracted from it, which leads to
poor performance. Adding a bag of words representation to the complete list of
features does not lead to a significant difference in performance, which indicates
that knowing the exact words used does not provide much extra information.
In fact, for XGBoost, it leads to notable decrease in performance. One possible
explanation is that, since the data are from three different hashtags, they would
all have different frequencies for the recurrences of certain words.

Table 6 show the AUC scores of the algorithms on the data, split so that #inflatie
and #vleestaks are the train set and #jinek is the test set.

LinearSVM performs worse than the chance level with context-only features but
otherwise shows a moderate predictive power. This suggests that content features
provide more information than context features about the presence of rumours.
This is contradicted by XGBoost & naive Bayes. XGBoost performs best with
context-only features but around chance level with content features and worse
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with both. Naive Bayes performs worse with content features and around chance
level otherwise.

Overall, these results imply that features from the #inflatie and #vleestaks
hashtags do not carry over well to tweets from the #jinek hashtag.

The results in Tables 7 and 8 show a mostly chance level performance for the
algorithms, one noteworthy exception being XGBoost, which has rather dramatic
AUC scores. The cause of this is not clear. They can be partly explained by looking
at the confusion matrices in Table 9, which indicate that XGBoost tends towards
rumours, but this is likely not the entire reason.

Another thing to note is the low score for linearSVM with context features, which
suffers from a similar issue. The high score in Table 7 with content features further
suggests that the content features of #jinek and #inflatie carry over particularly
well to #vleestaks, as opposed to the context features.

Table 10 shows a good performance for XGBoost. XGBoost achieved an AUC score
of 0.8 or higher for this condition, as well as for most of the conditions shown in
Table 5. This is in contrast with the results shown in Table 9. This difference is
also reflected in the AUC scores in Table 7. The lowest AUC scores in this table
are a product of the tendency of the model to predict rumours, in a dataset that
holds more non-rumours. This figure indicates that the tweets from #inflatie are
heavily skewed towards non-rumours, which results in more extreme AUC scores.

Table 11 shows that naive Bayes, for this condition, has a tendency to predict
mostly rumours. This is a pattern that re-occurred relatively often, particular for
conditions where the AUC was around 0.5 or lower.

Model / features AUC
XGBoost/all features 0.4
XGBoost/context features 0.58
XGBoost/content features 0.53
linearSVM/all features 0.61
linearSVM/context features 0.38
linearSVM/content features 0.56
naive Bayes/all features 0.52
naive Bayes/context features 0.50
naive Bayes/content features 0.40

Table 6 Table of experiments and results for XGBoost, linearSVM and naive Bayes, split
so that tweets related to #jinek are the test set, and the train set consists of tweets related
to #vleestaks and #inflatie.
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Model / features AUC
XGBoost/all features 0.16
XGBoost/context features 0.006
XGBoost/content features 0.89
linearSVM/all features 0.50
linearSVM/context features 0.10
linearSVM/content features 0.50
naive Bayes/all features 0.50
naive Bayes/context features 0.50
naive Bayes/content features 0.50

Table 7 Table of experiments and results for XGBoost, linearSVM and naive Bayes, split
so that tweets related to #vleestaks are the test set, and the train set consists of tweets
related to #jinek and #inflatie.

Model / features AUC
XGBoost/all features 0.46
XGBoost/context features 0.44
XGBoost/content features 0.5
linearSVM/all features 0.42
linearSVM/context features 0.50
linearSVM/content features 0.50
naive Bayes/all features 0.50
naive Bayes/context features 0.50
naive Bayes/content features 0.50

Table 8 Table of experiments and results for XGBoost, linearSVM and naive Bayes, split
so that tweets related to #inflatie are the test set, and the train set consists of tweets
related to #vleestaks and #jinek.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 20 1600

Rumour 60 0

Table 9 Confusion Matrix for XGBoost, using only context features and with the data
split so that tweets related to #vleestaks are the test set, and the train set consists of
tweets related to #inflatie and #jinek.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 1300 340

Rumour 0 60

Table 10 Confusion Matrix for XGBoost, using only content features and with the data
split so that tweets related to #vleestaks are the test set, and the train set consists of
tweets related to #inflatie and #jinek.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 19 490

Rumour 0 310

Table 11 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using all features and all the hashtags, as
well as self-training.
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Method AUC p-value

XGBoost 0.81 0.01

MNB 0.61 0.01

LSVM 0.70 0.01

RF 0.79 0.01

MLP 0.78 0.01

GBC 0.81 0.01

SVM 0.78 0.01

GNB 0.52 0.01

Table 12 Results of the experiments with upsampling for each method tested. From left
to right: the AUC scores and the p-value.

6.4 Experiment 3: Permutation test

Table 12 shows that the general performance is much better than the perfor-
mance of these same algorithms in the second set of experiments. This difference
can be explained by the introduction of the pre-processing steps described earlier,
namely up-sampling and scaling.

The algorithms that show the most predictive power are XGBoost, random forest
and gradient boost classifier, all reaching AUC scores around 0.8. Multilayer
perceptron and support vector machines follow, with performances in the 0.7s.
Lastly, gaussian and multinomial naive Bayes achieve AUC scores in the range of
0.5-0.6, barely above the chance level. The relatively poor performance of both
of the naive Bayes models could indicate that the underlying assumptions of the
distribution of the data are not being met, causing the model to have a relatively
poor fit in this particular task.

Figure 7 shows that there is no single feature that really jumps out for XGBoost,
Random Forest, the Gradient Boost Classifier. LinearSVM shows a different pattern
from the other algorithms, with the time of posting having a strong positive feature
importance, and activity, text length, retweet count and tweet count showing a
strong negative importance.
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Fig. 7 Feature importances, from left to right, top to bottom: XGBoost, Random Forest,
Gradient Boost Classifier, linearSVM
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Fig. 8 AUC scores for top-k feature selection for the XGBoost model, averaged over ten
runs. From left to right, top to bottom: XGBoost, multinomial naive Bayes, linearSVM,
RBF SVM, gaussian naive Bayes

Figure 8 shows that for most algorithms, using only one feature leads to the best
results, with the performance decreasing to chance level afterwards. The exception
is RBF SVM, where there is another peak at k = 3. It seems that while the most
important feature is a useful predictor, adding other features adds information that
is in some way conflicting, and leads to worse results. This could be an artefact of
how the annotators labelled the data. Another explanation could be that the set
of features do not adequately capture the characteristics of a rumour. With the
previous plot in mind, which feature would be the most important here is unclear.
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7 Discussion

7.1 Findings

On the Dutch data, XGBoost outperformed the other models, with AUC scores
consistently around 0.9, outside of the split conditions. The other models, by con-
trast, achieved scores of between 0.5 and 0.6 for these conditions. A re-occurring
pattern was that models would often classify most data as one class over the other.
This was likely caused by the somewhat unbalanced data.

The performance was not aided by including the bag of words feature. For the
model using only the static features, the performance did not significantly improve
or worsen compared to the model using all the features.

Experiments with content features did not show significantly better results than
experiments with context features. The results of the experiments on generalizing
to other hashtags were inconsistent; in terms of AUC, models either performed
around chance level, notably poorly or notably well, This indicates that this manner
of generalizing was not successful.

In the experiment described in Section 6.4, XGBoost and SVM obtained better per-
formance. Performance for both gaussian and multinomial naive Bayes remained
relatively poor. A likely reason for this is that the assumptions about the data did
not hold.

7.2 Limitations

One issue I encountered while gathering data is that many tweets about events in
the Netherlands are in English, making it harder to collect tweets in Dutch.

Another issue is that we worked with relatively few labellers, preventing us from
examining the inter-annotator agreement in our research and affecting the reliabil-
ity of the labels. This also lead to some balancing issues, affecting the performance
in the experiments on the Dutch Twitter Dataset.

Furthermore, rumours spread on more platforms than Twitter; this paper does
not examine other social media platforms like Facebook or Tiktok, let alone real
life. Depending on the platform, rumours could spread differently, and different
rumours might be more prevalent than others on different platforms.

Lastly, our research does not into go what the best way is to handle rumours. That
includes questions like which ones harmful, or at what point it is better to ignore
them or to step in.

7.3 Future work

The thesis can hopefully prove to be a starting point for future work. One
suggestion could be to employ more annotators to label data and employ an inter-
annotator agreement metric to ensure quality labels. Moreover, one could examine
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different sources, like Reddit or Instagram. Lastly, A type of cost-sensitive classifi-
cation or experimenting with different thresholds on model scores could mitigate
the low AUC scores of the models.

8 Conclusion

In this thesis, my goal was to build a model that would be able to identify rumours
in the Dutch language. I have created models that could identify rumours in
tweets gathered from three different Twitter hashtags about topics trending in the
Netherlands, with an accuracy of around 0.6. The models tended to classify all
tweets as one class. Content features generally provided slightly more information
than context features for all models. The permutation test experiments were suc-
cessful, with performance falling between 0.7 and 0.9. The length of the text was
the strongest predictor, and the best-performing models used just the text length.
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A Appendix

A.1 Guidelines for the annotators

## Overview

Welcome to my annotation task. In this task we will present you with one tweet
at a time and ask you to classify it. I will be using this data to build a machine
that can recognise rumours based on certain features related to the tweet. You
will be presented with around 250 tweets that have been gathered from Dutch
Twitter, related one of three hashtags: #jinek, #vleestaks and #inflatie. These
topics have been chosen because they seemed conducive to rumours and not for
political reasons.

## Concepts

We would like you to classify each tweet as being either a rumour or a non-rumour.

### Classes For each tweet, please choose one of the following tags

**Rumour:** A rumour is a story or talking point that is (or could
be) widely spread and is unverified. An example could be if someone said
“Bob stole the cookies!”, “I bet he needs them to build a fort!” or “He
is coming for your cookies next!” What makes a rumour a rumour is
that it is like a theory. One that could be easily shared around. Rumours
often sound outrageous or wild. Though they do not always have to!
**Non-Rumour:** This could either be a factual statement or an opinion. An

example could be if someone said “There is video footage of someone that looks
like Bob, sneaking into the kitchen at 3 am.”, “I think Bob is just the type of
person to do something like this.”, or ”What terrible news. Especially since Bob
is on a diet...”

Note that rumours are not the same thing is false information. Wild, unconfirmed
stories could still turn out to be true.
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A.2 Plots

, ,
Fig. 9 Correlation matrix on tweets in #jinek)

, ,
Fig. 10 Correlation matrix on tweets in #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 1000 11

Rumour 500 130

Table 13 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using only ”early” features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 990 13

Rumour 510 130

Table 14 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using all features and all the hashtags,
without self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 990 11

Rumour 500 140

Table 15 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using only content features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 990 1

Rumour 650 0

Table 16 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using only context features and all the
hashtags, without self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 90 710

Rumour 20 270

Table 17 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using all features, split by hashtag so that
the train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 24 3300

Rumour 0 120

Table 18 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using all features, split by hashtag so that
the train set consists of #jinek and #inflatie, and the test set of #vleestaks
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 890 0

Rumour 2800 2

Table 19 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using all features, split by hashtag so that
the train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 380 19

Rumour 140 6

Table 20 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using ony context features, split by hashtag
so that the train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 1600 0

Rumour 60 0

Table 21 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using only context features, split by hashtag
so that the train set consists of #jinek and #inflatie, and the test set of #vleestaks
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 440 0

Rumour 1400 1

Table 22 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using only context features, split by hashtag
so that the train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 270 130

Rumour 120 23

Table 23 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using content features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 1600 1

Rumour 60 0

Table 24 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using content features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #jinek and #inflatie, and the test set of #vleestaks
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 440 0

Rumour 1400 0

Table 25 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using content features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 0 1000

Rumour 0 640

Table 26 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using all features and all the hashtags, as well
as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 0 1000

Rumour 0 640

Table 27 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using only ”early” features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 49 940

Rumour 4 650

Table 28 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using all features and all the hashtags,
without self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 130 850

Rumour 41 620

Table 29 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using only content features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 5 490

Rumour 0 320

Table 30 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using only context features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 0 800

Rumour 0 290

Table 31 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using all features, split by hashtag so that the
train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 0 3300

Rumour 0 120

Table 32 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using all features, split by hashtag so that the
train set consists of #jinek and #inflatie, and the test set of #vleestaks
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 230 650

Rumour 860 2000

Table 33 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using all features, split by hashtag so that the
train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 170 620

Rumour 26 270

Table 34 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using content features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 0 3300

Rumour 0 120

Table 35 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using content features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #jinek and #inflatie, and the test set of #vleestaks
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 890 0

Rumour 2800 0

Table 36 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using content features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 6 790

Rumour 6 290

Table 37 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using context features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 0 3300

Rumour 0 120

Table 38 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using context features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #jinek and #inflatie, and the test set of #vleestaks
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 36 850

Rumour 110 2700

Table 39 Confusion matrix for linearSVM, using context features, split by hashtag so
that the train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 480 5

Rumour 16 320

Table 40 Confusion matrix for XGB, using all features and all the hashtags, as well as
self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 970 33

Rumour 16 630

Table 41 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using only content features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 130 500

Rumour 76 330

Table 42 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using all features in addition to the Bag of
Words features and all the hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 940 8

Rumour 22 670

Table 43 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using only context features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 970 6

Rumour 36 630

Table 44 Confusion matrix for naive Bayes, using only ”early” features and all the
hashtags, as well as self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 1000 2

Rumour 4 630

Table 45 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using all features and all the hashtags, without
self-training.
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 240 160

Rumour 120 27

Table 46 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using all features, split by hashtag so that the
train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 20 1600

Rumour 41 19

Table 47 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using all features, split by hashtag so that the
train set consists of #jinek and #inflatie, and the test set of #vleestaks
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 390 57

Rumour 1300 69

Table 48 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using all features, split by hashtag so that the
train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 440 360

Rumour 170 120

Table 49 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using content features, split by hashtag so that
the train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 770 110

Rumour 2100 730

Table 50 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using content features, split by hashtag so that
the train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 380 420

Rumour 94 200

Table 51 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using context features, split by hashtag so that
the train set consists of #vleestaks and #inflatie, and the test set of #jinek
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Prediction label

Non-Rumour Rumour

Non-Rumour 730 160

Rumour 260 260

Table 52 Confusion matrix for XGBoost, using context features, split by hashtag so that
the train set consists of #jinek and #vleestaks, and the test set of #inflatie
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